
Overview:

The Basic Do’s and Don’ts:

Many malls are still important places for the people in the community to market and purchase
their essentials and expendables. It has been a challenging time globally as many businesses
are closed for the duration of this COVID-19 crisis. It might be difficult to move forward on how
to stay significant with your goals. But, for any other shopping centre, it is an important time to 
have a meaningful connection with the community. 

People are more mindful and engaged than ever on social media platforms and they will 
remember what you did during this pandemic. We can still continue to leave a lasting good 
impression via social media for an opportunity to ensure that you are their primary choice to 
visit when doors reopen again.

We also want to reassure the customers to continue to visit for their essential needs such as
grocery stores, drugstores, convenience stores, etc. Here are some guidelines, content ideas, 
and strategies that we are developing that will be beneficial to you and your properties to reach 
out more and better especially at this time.

DO:
• Post 3 – 5 posts per week (that’s maximum). Prioritize sharing information about open
        essential services at your shopping centre.

• Use positive and uplifting language. Highlight on the good things happening in the 
community.

• Continue to engage, and to be of help in responding to questions, concerns, and 
comments. Always show-up in social media spaces to keep the brand on top and active.

• Pay attention to the time your followers are engaging the most on each platform.This is 
usually early morning, noon-ish and late evening, so you can schedule posts to publish 
at  those peak hours. However, each social platform will provide necessary information 
to when your audience is active. When pre-scheduling content for Facebook for example, 
there is a “suggested time” for you to post. For Instagram, “Insights” and then “Audience” 
and scroll down to the bottom to the “Followers” section to view when your followers are 
most engaged.
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Increase Social Media Engagement:

DON’T:
• Initiate any kind of activity that could result in gathering large crowds or physical contact. 

It is not to encourage people to gather at the mall or promote any kind of trade or business 
that could increase the risk of Covid transmission in the community.

• Feel the urgency to post daily content. 3-5 posts per week is a lot. Again, you are to priori-
tize sharing information about essential services and open businesses that include drug-
stores, restaurants and grocery stores with at least 3 posts per week.

• Use alarmist, defensive or negative language. Be polite and positive when responding to 
all comments including those who oppose or try to create conflict.

This is an excellent opportunity to spend time engaging online with local businesses,
influencers, organizations, brands, etc.

Spend 15 minutes a day to like and leave sincere comments on community partners, brands,
influencers, etc such as “Wow, that idea is amazing!” or “That looks delicious!” “Thank you for 
all that you’re doing to help the community!”

Encourage engagement on your own posts by using Instagram Polls or asking questions from
your audience. “What foodcourt favourite are you missing the most right now?” and maybe 
even your staff could share theirs. “What movies are you watching?” “What’s your go-to snack 
right now?

Research hashtags being used in your market specific to COVID-19 and use it when posting
content.

Examples:
• #TogetherAtHome
• #StayingAtHomeSavesLives
• #SocialDistancing
• Relevant city hashtags

Hashtags:



Content Conceptualization:
1. Communicate About Essential Information & Open Businesses

Focus on content related to open businesses offering essential services to remind people 
that they can still visit and shop with you. What hours in the centre it is open, which shops 
and restaurants are providing curb-side pickup and what special things are they doing 
in-store? On Instagram, save these in a Highlight for easy access to people looking for this 
information.

Some examples:

2. Instagram Takeovers

Partner with an influencer possibly in your community to help you produce new, interesting 
content. You can reach out for a collaboration, or ask them to send you a series of Instagram 
Story videos and/or a selection of images and copy that is of significance with the followers 
such as:

Examples:
• A health and fitness blogger can send you a series of Stories on a quick work-out routine 

at home.

• A local beauty influencer or owner of an independent beauty store in your mall could send 
you a series of Stories on favourite skincare products or skincare routine.

• A local food blogger or chef/restaurant brand from your center can share a favorite      
cooking recipe as a post or a series of Stories.

Hashtags:



• DIY activities at home for the kids from a mommy blogger using materials or games from a 
child’s brand from your shopping centre .

• DIY projects from local designers or designer influencers.

• Interview with someone local who is making an active and positive contribution in the 
community - who is sewing masks and PPE’s? Who is soliciting and donating for charities 
and organizations? Who is supporting marginalized communities? Reach out to them and 
ask them to share their story on your social media platforms.

3. Share Hope & Positivity

Highlight all of the community events and activation hosted in the past to bring back good
memories why people love gathering at your shopping centre.

• “Thinking back to that time we gathered for a bridal exhibit!” with a photo from that event.

• “We miss our evening high fitness classes and the people we meet in the centre who 
greeted us daily. We look forward to seeing you in the future.”

“Reminiscing about sharing our successes and
experience on Champagne Shopping Night. We can’t 
wait to toast you all at next year’s soiree after all of this 
is done.”

(We know this event may not happen this year but are 
using it as an example).

Share quotes that spread positivity and hope and are “shareable”. These are easy to build in
Canva. They can be a little fun too!

Examples:
• “Staying at home saves lives.”
• “Distance makes us stronger.”
• “Together, we will overcome”
• “Thank you for doing your part. The future is bright thanks to you”
• “We stand together… by not standing together” “Spread positivity”

“We miss you. But we know we will all get
through this together, by being apart. Thank you for 
continuing to connect with us in this online space. We’re 
so grateful for our community and can’t wait to see you 
soon!”



4. Express Gratitude:

Who are the people behind the scenes who keep the mall safe, operational, and a                    
positive place deserves a vote of appreciation and thanks? It could be a specific employee, 
the cleaning or security staff. Take a photo of them and recognize them publicly by 
thanking them for all that they do. Or you can also take a photo of employees holding 
placards thanking frontliners, hospital staff, and other people who endlessly work to keep the 
community safe.

5. Third-Party & Influencer Content:

Essential services that are open can happily share great social content along with                      
influencers. Be sure to keep an eye on tagged posts and share it. If someone does a curb-side 
pickup from the grocery store or from a restaurant in your mall and shares a photo of their 
meal, share it on your channels.

Examples: 

How are local personalities and influencers doing during this time at home, or do they
have a positive message to share? It could also be something to help physical and
mental health or encourage others to continue to keep precautionary methods. If they
post amazing content relevant to what’s happening right now, DM them to ask if you can
share the image or video on your channels to give them credit.

@lapetitenoob is a mama and fashion blogger 
sharing some  positivty and hope on instagram 
during this crisis

This influencer @melhwang is sharing a video 
clip of a quick dance routine just to help her
physical and mental health during this time. 
She also shares some tips, positivity, and witty
posts to lighten up our mood.



6. Monthly Content Ideas:

May

• Let’s highlight more about the                             

community: Nominate a local hero in the     
community everyweek (it may be an employ-
ee in the establishment, a health care worker, 
a police officer, or someone who’s   sewing  
masks at home or handing out free meals 
for frontliners) and recognize them in your              
establishment and social media platforms.   
You can also give a small gift of a token or  a  
gift coupon.

• Mother’s Day: Make printables that can be 
downloaded as PDF where children can color 
and design. They can give it out as a poster 
or a card to their mothers and grandmothers.   
You can partner with a local artist to design  
the printables.

• Ask followers to share reasons why they love 
and are thankful for their mothers.

• Interview someone who is pregnant at this 
time who can share how they feel about         
this unexpected turn of events and what 
they’re doing to cope up with it.

• Contesting: Is one of your open restaurants 
promoting Mother’s Day meals? Reach out 
to find out and help promote it, or hold a            
giveaway to win one!

• Contesting: Ask them to share a photo and a memory with their mom and tag you for a 
chance to win a gift card for two or a special shopping spree or pampering services in one 
of your local shops or spa. 



• Focusing on physical, mental and emotional health: Partner with athletes, gym instructors, 
and counselors who can give virtual gym workouts, share meditation techniques, tips, and 
positive messages that can help everyone.

Content Creation Tools

Easy graphic design sites: Canva, Photopea
For royalty free stock photos: Free Images, Pexels, Unsplash , Pixabay, and Stocknap.


